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Abst rac t - -Based  on differential algebra techniques, an exponential observer is proposed for the 
state estimation of a class of nonlinear systems. Simulations illustrating the performance of the 
proposed observer are included. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Control techniques assume a complete knowledge of the state vector at any time. Unfortunately, 
this is not always the case for physical reasons. It is therefore necessary to build an observer for 
such systems. 
Several works based on a differential geometry approach propose observers for nonl inear sys- 
tems [1]. However, when the system is described by polynomial terms, applying the latter ob- 
servers becomes difficult. For this reason, differential algebra is an excellent ool for solving 
problems in nonl inear control theory. We propose an observer for nonl inear systems. 
2. GENERAL IZED OBSERVABILITY CANONICAL FORM 
We start this section by introducing some definitions and notat ion which are useful in this note 
(see [2-6]). 
DEFINITION 1. A differential field extension L /K  is given by two differential fields, K and L, 
such that: 
(i) K is a subfield of L; 
(ii) the derivation of K is the restriction to K of the derivation of L. 
DEFINITION 2. Let u be a differential scalar indeterminate and let k be a differential field, with 
derivation denoted by "~ " dr" 
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A Dynamics is defined as a finitely generated ifferentially algebraic extension G/k(u} of the 
differential field k(u}, where k(u} denotes the differential field generated by k and the elements 
of a finite set u = (Ul, u2, . • •, urn) o£ differential quantities. 
DEFINITION 3. A set S = {~i I i E I} of elements of L is said to be differentially K-algebraically 
dependent if and only if the set, f d~" I i E I; vi = 0, 1, 2, }, of derivatives of {~i} satisfies t d t~ " ' "  
some algebraic equation. A set which is not differentially K-algebraically dependent is said to be 
differentially K-algebraically independent. 
DEFINITION 4. [2 ,3 ]  Consider a subset {u,y} of G in a dynamics G/k(u}. An dement x0 in G is 
said to be observable with respect o {u, y} f l i t  is algebraic over k(u, Yl. This means that x0 can 
be expressed as an algebraic [unction of the components of {u, y} and a finite number of their 
time derivatives. Therefore, a state x is said to be algebraically observable if and only if it is 
algebraically observable with respect o {u, y}. 
DEFINITION 5. A dynamics G/k(u) with output variable y in G is said to be algebraically 
observable if and on ly / /any  (generalized) state is so. 
In this note, we consider the following Nonlinear System Class (NSC): 
= 
y=h(x,u) (1) 
where x = (x l , . . . , x~)  E R ~, u = (Ul, . . . ,Um) E R m, y E R, f and h are assumed to be 
polynomial in their arguments. Systems (1) are assumed to be universally observable (see [3,7]) 
with external behavior described by equations of the form 
day d y dn- l y du cl~ u ~ 
Lo ~y, --~,. ,u, .. 
dt ~ "" dt,~-I -~ , .  , dt~ / , 
where L0 is a polynomial of its arguments. 
d,-1 Defining the change of variable ~/i = ~ ,  1 < i < n, one can write the following generalized 
state space representation f system (1) which has the special form of a Generalized Observability 
Canonical Form [2,5,6,8]: 
d~___A = 
dt ~i+1, 1 < i < n - 1 (2a) 
d~n Lo ( ~, u, du cl~ u ~ 
d~- - \ -~,  . . . , dt ~ ] ,  y = ~71. (2b) 
REMARK. Representation (2) can be seen as in the form 
~=A~+~ ~,u , -~- , . . .  +(I) dt ' 
y = C~/= 01 
(3) 
where 
and 
0 I(n-i)x(n-i) ) ; 
A = 0 0(n-1)x(i) 
u, -~ . . . . .  dt~,y - -Col  0 . . .0  ~ -~ . . . . .  ~-~,y  
k~ ~,u , -~, . . . ,  dt~.] - -C° l  0 . . .0  tb fl, u , -~  . . . . .  d t#] ] "  
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3. OBSERVER SYNTHESIS  
THEOREM 1. The system 
~=A~)+@ ~,u , -~, . . . ,  d te ]  +~ u , -~, . . . , -~ ,y ] -S~ICT(CT) -O)  (4) 
OS~ + A T s~ + S~A = cT  c 
iS an exponential observer for system (3), where 0 c l~ + and S~ is a symmetric positive definite 
matrix, and the following are assumed: 
(A1) k~(~?, z0, zl , . . . , z~ ) is globally Lipschitz with respect to ~, and uniformly with respect to 
Zo,  Z l ,  . . . ~ Z~y.  
(A2) u and their derivatives up to n are bounded. 
PROOF. Let e = ~ - ~) be the observation error whose dynamics is described by 
~= (A-S~o 'cTc)  E+ q2 ~+e( t ) ,u , -~ , . . . ,  dt~]  -~ ~) ,u , -~, . . . , -~]  . 
Consider the following Lyapunov function: 
Y(c) = ~Ts~;  
then, taking the derivative with respect o time along the observation error dynamics, we get 
{ ( a~dU d~u'~ rl, u ,~ .... , d'u'~}dt~/, ] l ) (e(t))_<-2OV(e(t))+2eT(t)Soo q2 i l+e(t),u,--;7,, . . . ,  -q2 . 
Using the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
( _< -2ov( (t))+211 Tlls  ,I, 'dt~ --d["'" dt~ ] ' 
where we denote by Hxlls~ the norm (xTS~x)  1/2. From assumptions (A1), (A2) and using the 
particular form of ~(~, u, du d~u -~ ' "  " " ' d t~ ] '  we get 
£7+e,u,--~,..., dt#] -~ ~'u'--d[' '"'  dt~] <"/ll<(t)lls~, 
where "y is a Lipschitz constant. 
Hence 
Since 
it follows that 
(~(t)) ___ -2(0 - ,~)v  (~(t)). 
d I l e ( t ) l l~  
12 (e(t)) - dt -2 (0  - 7)II~(t)ll~ , 
d Ile(t)llso~ < - (0  - ~) I I~( t ) l l s~.  
dt 
Taking 0 sufficiently large such that 0 > "7, then 
I I~(t) l ls= < II~(O)lls~ e -CS-~)t = II~(O)lls~ e-P*; p=O-~/>O.  
This completes the proof. II 
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4.  AN APPL ICAT ION TO A NONLINEAR MODEL 
In this section, we apply the proposed observer to the following single-output system which 
represents a nonlinear model with coefficients in the field of real numbers II~ which is considered 
as an ordinary differential field (constants): 
Xl =X 3 
= ux2 (5) 
We have 
y=x l .  
Xl - -y  =0;  X 3 -y  = 0 
which shows that the system is universally observable [3,7]. 
The external behavior of system (5) is 
~) - 3uy = 0, 
and is equivalent to 
//z = 7/2 
i/2 = 3u7/2 (6) 
Y=~I"  
An observer for system (6) is derived from Theorem 1 and reads as 
= ')2 + 2o (v - 
~/2 = 3w)2 + 02 (y - ~)1) 
21 = 7)1 
x2 = ~2.  
As is well known, for very low value of 0, either the convergence rate is too slow or, even worse, 
the error dynamics is unstable. This is pictured in Figure 1 where 0 = .01, and there was no 
measurements noise. 
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Figure 1. Xl ( - - ) ,  51 (- - -); x2 ( - - ) ,  x2 (- - -), for 0 = .01. 
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Figure 2. y (- - -), noisy y (--); x2 (--), &2 (- - -), for 0 = 5. 
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When a reasonab le  va lue  of 0 is chosen,  the  observer  does i ts  job  well; see F igure  2 where  0 = 5, 
and  the  measurements  noise s tandard  dev ia t ion  is f ixed to  10 -6 ,  wh ich  means  that  y is cor rupted  
by a noise of  about  10%. 
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